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Hardcore internet company SDI-LABS offers mail order distribution to the public

D-BOL®

*Since its introduction just over 18 months ago, D-BOL is fast becoming the most
popular oral pro-anabolic available. D-BOL has a special formulation containing
methadrostenol™ that may exert a pronounced ergogenic action in the body after oral
administration similar to those experienced by users of methandrostenolone.
Methandrostenolone is the most popular oral anabolic steroid currently used today. 
D-BOL, however, lacks the c17 alpha alkylated configuration, which may
comparatively lower the risks of certain associated side effects. Several users of D-
BOL are reporting of extremely dramatic muscle size and strength gains. Empirical
data suggests myocytic anabolism (muscle growth) relative to methandrostenolone
tablets with notably less water retention.  D-BOL is considered by many authorities to
be the most powerful non-prescription performance enhancing oral preparation to
date. 

WINNI-V®

*Cyclostanozol™ is a powerful non-prescription chemical hybrid that is reputed to
possess highly stimulating, non-virilizing and pro-anabolic properties. High quality
muscle gains are reported with as little as 1-2 tabs taken before workout, during a
cycle.  Many users claim of lypolytic (fat reducing) effects analogous to those
experienced when using stanozolol tablets. The addition of a potent chemical synergist
to this composite has been shown to allow for absorption through the mouth, which
allows a high percentage of the active ingredients to bypass digestion. This highly 
bio-available mixture is extremely fast acting producing a surge of energy in most
users.  Each tablet takes approximately 30 minutes, if slightly chewed, to completely
dissolve under the tongue. The gains made while on a cycle of Winni-V have been
reported to be very solid and well maintained once use has been discontinued. 

LIQUID ANODROL®

*Many users claim Liquid Anodrol to be the most powerful OTC pro-anabolic product
available. Incredible mass and strength gains have been reported after only two
weeks of use. Anodrol is a topical lotion that is applied to the skin surface similar to
testosterone creams and patches. The active ingredient in Liquid Anodrol called
oxymethobol™, is not alkylated or methylated in structure and may possess a lower
risk factor with use when compared to oral steroids with these toxic configurations.
Oxymethobol has a natural time release effect and may produce the most dramatic
muscle and strength gains of any product currently available. A few users interviewed
claim of improved mass gains when stacked with powerful orals such as D-BOL.
Anodrol is definitely recommended as one of the main components of any stack for
greatly enhanced results.

**OXYMETHOBOL™

Continue on next page...
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TO ORDER CALL: 1-888-256-6785 or visit our website at
www.legalsteroids.com

FREE LEGAL STEROIDS.com

The Magazine with every purchase!
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Goodin Pounds Pecs,
page 210

FEATURES

Odd Haugen, 
page 142

64 TRAIN, EAT, GROW 96
Lift long and prosper. Steve Holman, age 48, takes the 
controls to discuss successful muscle training in middle 
age and beyond. Should you push to failure? Must you 
use heavy weights? Do you need more recovery? Steve’s 
got some answers.

92 WARMUP MYTHS
From the Bodybuilding.com archive, Richard Baldwin and 
Diane Fields explain proper warmup techniques and how 
stretching can cause injury, not prevent it, in many cases.

106 LONGEVITY
Jerry Brainum’s insightful look at lengthening life, with 
plenty of muscle and health to spare. He’ll tell you 
what causes the body and mind to age and what you 
can do about it. Plus, his top 10 
supplements to supercharge the 
longevity process. (Excellent info 
here, gang!)

136 A BODYBUILDER IS 
BORN 27
Ron Harris maps out a strategy 
to give weak bodyparts—and his 
contest-bound protégé—a fighting 
chance. Slacker muscles require 
special attention to take them to new 
dimensions.

142 AGELESS STRENGTH
Larry Eklund talks to strongman 
competitor and promoter Odd Haugen about his 
fascinating life and how he continues to train and compete 
at age 57. Amazing!

164 HEAVY DUTY
John Little on the wisdom of Mike Mentzer, Heavy Duty 
and the high-intensity philosophy.

182 JIM MORRIS
David Young interviews the former Mr. America, who’s 
now in his early 70s—and looking fantastic! You won’t 
believe your eyes when you see the pics from his recent 
photo shoot. Plus, Morris has lots of good info on how to 
keep training into your golden years.

210 GOODIN POUNDS PECS
Cory Crow takes you into the gym to chisel chest with the 
48-year-old drug-free champ.

250 ONLY THE STRONG SHALL SURVIVE
Bill Starr’s take on developing your core, Part 2—for more 
strength, solid size and fewer injuries. It’s better middle 
management.
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Hair and makeup Teri 
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After the unprecedented success of Halodrol-50™, Gaspari Nutrition
does it again with a mega-potent successor to the original that will
stand the test of time. Halodrol-Liquigels™ is the ONLY product in
the supplement world that contains Arachadonic Acid* and a
testosterone boosting anti-aromatase for a “one-two” punch in
causing massive muscular hypertrophy, positive strength and
endurance modulation and “help” in the bedroom. Nothing works
like or as well as Halodrol-Liquigels™ AND NOTHING ELSE
EVER WILL due to an exclusive licensing arrangement using a
patented material and a patent-pending material.  This ain’t your run-
of-the-mill supplement - this is the most scientifically advanced and
well thought out sports nutrition product possibly ever made.
Halodrol-Liquigels™is the  first, last and ONLY product in a category
it defines all by itself. Isn’t it time you got serious about your
supplement program? Gaspari Nutrition - we make innovative
products that work!

* Results not typical. Individual results may vary. Cytolean™ should be used with a program of proper diet and exercise. These statements
have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 

Manufactured for Gaspari Nutrition • 501 Prospect St., Suite 107, Lakewood, NJ 08701 • Distributors Call 1.732.364.3777

In 2007, the most exciting new fat burning product surely has to be new Cytolean™ from Gaspari Nutrition.

Using a unique, patent pending formula exclusive to Gaspari Nutrition, this  amazing product promises to

burn fat, reduce appetite, increase energy levels and induce a unique euphoric “feel good” effect, that is

sure to take the industry by storm. If you remember the good old days of ephedra and

phenylpropanolamine then you are going to love the feel of Cytolean™.  Using a multi-

tiered system that increases lipolysis, energy levels, and ability to concentrate while

decreasing appetite and fat deposition, Cytolean™ stands alone in the fat loss supplement

marketplace as the only product that really works without giving you the

“shakes, jitters or stomach discomfort.”

Start burning fat today!™

Week 6Formulated 
To Help Burn
Fat Fast
• Patent Pending

Thermogenic Agent
• Crushes Appetite &

Constant Cravings
• Profound Sense of 

Well-Being and 
Mental Focus

• Long Lasting 
Explosive Energy 
(No Crash!)

• 120 Extended 
Release Capsules

First 250 
people to email

their full name and
address to cytolean@

gasparinutrition.com with
“IRON: Cytolean Offer”
in the subject will get

a free sample!

Week 1 Week 6

Week 1 Week 12Week 12Week 1

Available at health and vitamin stores, gyms and select retailers nationwide.

Along with a program of proper diet & exercise... 
Nancy Aldave lost over 25lbs. in 6 weeks, 
that’s 12% loss of body fat, using Cytolean™

and Mike Bade lost over 60lbs. in 12 weeks, 
that’s 20% loss of body fat, using Cytolean™.

In the next IRON MAN
Next month it’s all about training and gaining—like 
PXP. No, it’s not a new pharmaceutical. It’s Power 
X-Rep Partials, and they could be a key to a new, 
bigger you. Then we have Eric Broser’s new 
FD/FS—fiber damage/fiber saturation—training. 
Buff-sculpting stuff with a scientific twist! Speak-
ing of science, we continue the longevity theme 
with Jerry Brainum’s look at testosterone, growth 
hormone and related therapies. We also have 
Dan Decker’s back routine. So put your muscles 
through the size blender with the big November 
IRON MAN on newsstands the first week of October. 

Train, Eat,
 Grow,

page 64

News & Views,
page 226

Muscle “In” 
Sites, page 220

28 TRAIN TO GAIN
New research: Should you train less as you age? Plus, 
Joe Horrigan’s Sportsmedicine and fingering elbow pain.

42 SMART TRAINING
Coach Charles Poliquin gives you his top tips for getting 
bigger, stronger faster.

48 EAT TO GROW
Eggology 101, old-school mass builders and saving 
muscles by derailing catabolism.

76 CRITICAL MASS
Steve Holman discusses the HIT hoax and the realities 
of training for mass. Also, sweeping size for the tri’s.

80 NATURALLY HUGE
So you want to look like Arnold? John Hansen analyzes 
potential credentials—genetics for bodybuilding.

84 SHREDDED MUSCLE
New column! Drug-free champ Dave Goodin, a.k.a. the 
Texas Shredder, talks leaning out and massing up.

220 MUSCLE “IN” SITES
Eric Broser finds classic muscle gods and hot female 
bods on the Web. Then he outlines how to apply Power/
Rep Range/Shock to full-body workouts.

226 NEWS & VIEWS
Lonnie Teper’s got mind-bending pics from his Junior 
California bodybuilding and figure extravaganza.

232 BODYBUILDING PHARMACOLOGY
Jerry Brainum’s research on whether all men are created 
equal. (Hmm, ever been in a public shower?)

240 PUMP & CIRCUMSTANCE
Ruth Silverman wades through the Team Universe, Fig-
ure Nationals and New York Pro Figure, camera in tow.

260 MIND/BODY CONNECTION
Randall Strossen, Ph.D., talks advantageous values.

272 READERS WRITE
X-man, X-treme mass and stop with the Duty.

Pump & Circumstance, 
page 240

Shredded Muscle,
page 84

WEB ALERT!
For the latest happenings from the world of 

bodybuilding and fitness, set your browser 

for www.IronManMagazine.com.
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Since the beginning of recorded history 
man has been looking for immortality. Ponce 
de León was believed to have been search-
ing for the magic fountain of youth when he 
discovered Florida, and while we know that 
water is essential to life, we have learned that 
we need a multifaceted approach to living 
healthfully if we’re going to have what I call 
“dynamic longevity.” Living a long time is 
really pointless if you can’t do the things you 
want to do.

In the final analysis, genetic predisposition 
is probably the single strongest factor that determines how long we live, 
but many other elements that we can control play a very large part in not 
only the length but also, more important, the quality of that life. In the 
mainstream media people often speak of quality of life, but the bar they 
set is low.  There’s a long continuum from their definition to mine, just as 
there’s a line from being not sick to being healthy.

At IRON MAN, we say, “We know training,” and we have always de-
fined training in a very open sense. While working out with weights—
a.k.a. bodybuilding—is the cornerstone of IRON MAN’s multifaceted 
approach, we believe it enables all that follows. Without the workout the 
other factors involved will have greatly diminished effects or be ineffec-
tive. Anaerobic work—that is, weight training, bodybuilding—becomes 
the indispensable activity that lays the groundwork for physical trans-
formation. The transformation that it creates in a teenager occurs at an 
astonishing rate, but, as we all know, the rate drops considerably as we 
get older. Even so, the bodybuilding workout remains the center of any 
possible transformation regardless of a trainee’s age.   

We have seen a revolution in orthodox medicine as it has discovered 
what we already knew and IRON MAN has been saying since it was 
founded by Peary and Mabel Rader in 1936. Bodybuilding benefits every 
body. The marvelous thing about bodybuilding is that it is totally adapt-
able. Do you want to put on more weight or take it off? You can be in a 
wheelchair or in a power rack—the tools and effect are the same. When 
you work a muscle anaerobically, it gets stronger, and whether you’re 
a young trainee, an older trainee or training from a wheelchair, it’s the 
road to self-sufficiency.

In future editorials I’ll elaborate on IRON MAN’s definition of training. 
I have started a blog at IronManMagazine.com. Click on Blogs at the top 
of the screen to read it, and let me know your thoughts on this subject 
and those I discuss there.  IM
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